
Bringing data to life  



Document development is our business

Document development for drug makers is time-consuming and 

resource intensive.

Acumen focuses on building solutions to the myriad challenges 

associated with writing regulatory documents, including those 

critical submissions, such as INDs and NDAs/BLAs. 



The brains behind the software

Acumen is a team of industry-experienced medical writers and 

clinical developers who provide top-tier support to drug 

makers.

We have harnessed our collective industry experience to 

develop the Smart Document Solution. 



What is the Smart Document Solution?

It’s a suite of software modules that integrate with Microsoft 

Word. 

The modules include:

eCTD Templates (integrates with Stylus)

Stylus (document formatter)

Electronic Style Guide

Quality Control Module



What Does the Smart Document Solution Achieve?

Bring together novel technology to assist drug developers in 

writing and submitting compliant, professional documents

Increase the speed and efficiency of writing and publishing 

teams

Automate time- and labor-intensive writing and editing tasks to 

maximize resources and minimize cost. 



Stylus



The Challenges

Success in the pharmaceutical industry depends on document 

development – IND and NDA/BLA submissions may include 

hundreds or even thousands of documents.

Ensuring consistent and clean document sets at this scale is  

difficult.



The Challenges

Historically document alignment has been done by teams of 

writers and editors using general tools not specific designed to 

address this task.

This inefficiency spread over so many documents adds up to a 

mountain of lost time and money.



The Solution – Acumen’s Stylus

A Microsoft Word Add-in that integrates with Acumen eCTD 

Templates and includes:

✓ Tools for formatting headings, tables, footnotes, appendices, cross-references 

and more

✓ A dictionary of over 25,000 medical and scientific terms not found in the native 

MS Word dictionary

✓ Integration with our eCTD Templates

✓ Quick access to frequently-used features buried in MS Word



Acumen’s Stylus Toolbar

Once downloaded, the Stylus tab appears in the user’s 

Microsoft Word ribbon.

The Stylus dictionary is connected to Acumen’s cloud which is 

continually updated with additional scientific and medical terms.



Document Headings

Styled with a click.



Lists and Appendices

Consistent formatting is easily managed.



Table Formatting

Styling tables, footnotes, and figures is easy.



Table of Contents

Insert TOCs, LOTs, LOFs and cross-references right from the 

Stylus.



Text and Symbols

Styling title case, hyperlinks, and inserting symbols are a breeze.



Managing Guidance

Showing, hiding, and removing Template Guidance and Tips is simple.



Helpful Shortcuts

Shortcuts to common Word functions are conveniently grouped.



Style Scanner

Check the document for rogue styles with this button.



Enhanced Spellcheck

Access to Acumen’s scientific and medical dictionary is a click away.



Stylus Key Takeaways

✓ Integrates with Microsoft Word and the Acumen Templates

✓ MS Word-based ribbon makes consistent styling easy

✓ Consolidates hidden MS Word features, saving time

✓ Includes Acumen’s 25,000+ medical and scientific terms

✓ Automates scanning for noncompliant styles 

✓ A COM-based MS Word add-in written in C# 



Pricing

Monthly or yearly subscriptions are available.

Pricing designed to match your company’s size and budget.

Discounts are available when bundled with other Smart 

Document Solutions Modules.

To purchase, contact us via our  

website

or email us at 

solutions@acumenmedcom.com

https://www.acumenmedcom.com/contact-us
mailto:solutions@acumenmedcom.com

